
Laura Jean Gilloux

It’s easy to imagine a time when silver, streamlined diners 
speckled the granite landscape – but it seems only a few of 

these American relics remain open in Vermont and New 
Hampshire today. It’s one reason why there’s been so much 
buzz around the “For Sale” sign outside the Four Aces Diner in 
West Lebanon. The question on everyone’s mind seems to be: 
will it remain open? And, if so, will it stay the same diner we 
know and love? 

Although the diner was likely named for the 1950s pop 
quartet – The Four Aces – its history is summed up by the 
contemporary singer-songwriter, Martin Sexton. In his song 
“Diner,” Sexton sings: “They were made back in Worcester, 

MA, of aluminum, and Bakelite, and glass.” Look up the famed 
Worcester Lunch Car Co. on Wikipedia and you’ll see “4 Aces 
Diner” listed as one of at least four lunch wagons that made 
their way up the East Coast to New Hampshire in the 1940s 
and ’50s. Although camouflaged by a red clapboard exterior, 
the Four Aces is – in fact – Worcester diner car #837, dating 
back to 1952. 

“They towed them in next to factories, so the factory workers 
could go in, have something to eat, and get out in a half hour. 
That’s what they were designed for,” Four Aces co-owner Steven 
Shorey says, who provides me with his own brief history of the 
diner as we sit in a cozy booth with his sister and fellow Four Aces 
co-owner, Leann Briggs, on a snowy Friday afternoon in January.

Diaries of a Diner: A Hopeful Fate for a Beloved All-American Dining Experience

New England School of the Arts to Call Lebanon Home

Steven Shorey and Leann Briggs, the brother-sister duo that has been running Four Aces Diner together since 1991

Continued on page 20
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“You know  
that the  

beginning  
is the most  

important part 
of any work.”

~ Plato, The Republic

Cindy Heath

When career educators Jennifer and Carl 
Chambers first met in New York City twenty 

years ago, they shared a passion for an experiential 
style of teaching and for life’s great adventures. These 
mutual interests eventually led to their marriage and a 
move to the Upper Valley to continue their teaching 
careers in both public and private school settings – 
Jennifer in music and Carl in English and adminis-
tration. Now the couple is dedicating themselves to an 
exciting new venture – realizing their dream of opening 

their own school on the mall in Lebanon this fall. 
The New England School of the Arts (NESA) will 

offer an integrated curriculum of science, technology, 
engineering, math, languages, physical education, and 
humanities, all with an arts focus. After decades of 
experience spent refining their educational philosophy, 
Jennifer and Carl have settled on a collaborative, 
project-based model of education that offers students a 
highly successful and meaningful learning experience. By 
partnering with existing arts organizations and businesses 
in Lebanon and around the Upper Valley, the pair plan to 
create a community-based campus and learning lab, where 

Continued on page 16

How do you like our new logo?
Email us at  

publisher@greatergoodmedia.net.
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Editor’s Note:
The Lebanon Times is delivered to your 

mailbox each quarter. No subscription or 
payment is necessary. It’s our privilege to bring you all the good news we can. Our 
mailing sponsor, Mascoma Bank, makes this possible. We’re pleased to have its 
continued support behind our community publication.

Mascoma Bank: A Force for the Community

There’s an old adage that states: “A rising tide lifts all boats.” In the Upper 
Valley, we have a venerable institution that acts like that proverbial tide, 

lifting up many organizations dedicated to assisting others, that institution being 
Mascoma Bank. Their philanthropy extends throughout the region and is partic-
ularly evident here in Lebanon.

Without funding, the various Upper Valley organizations dedicated to assisting 
us and our neighbors would cease to exist. The funds Mascoma Bank provides as 
a donor make up a meaningful amount of the budgets for many of those organi-
zations. Tom Hoyt, Mascoma Bank’s director of special projects, has the figures to 
show how influential the Bank is in giving back. “Together, the Bank and the 
Mascoma Bank Foundation awarded $2,585,869 back to our communities in 
2022,” says Hoyt. “This is the most donated in one year in the Bank’s history!”

In all, Tom Hoyt says about 500 area nonprofits – from all the areas the Bank 
serves – benefit from Mascoma’s giving. A good number of those are located here 
in Lebanon. A few of those – and their programs assisted – include:

American Legion Post 22: where 
funds help sponsor youth base baseball 
programs, provide scholarships to 
students from local schools, sponsor 
students to Boys State and Girls State 
governmental education programs,  
and donate Christmas baskets to 
veterans and families.

Ledyard Charter School: with aid 
for low-income students with food, 
laundry services, and social services 
(counseling and teen support).

City Center Ballet: funds 
underwrite the City Center Ballet’s 
season at the Lebanon Opera House 
consisting of two ballets: Cinderella in 
May and Clara’s Dream, the nutcracker 
story, in December.

WISE: assisting WISE’s holiday 
gift program.

The folks at WISE further comment on the Bank’s willingness to continually 
assist their efforts: “We hope to continue our partnership in helping income-sen-
sitive survivors provide holiday gifts for their children. Every year we have 
requested help and Mascoma Bank has graciously made those funds available. 
With these funds, we purchase $100 VISA gift cards,” they say.

Another beneficiary of Mascoma Bank’s philanthropic efforts is the Upper 
Valley Music Center (UVMC). In 2022, the Bank assisted UVMC’s Faculty 
Showcase, which is an annual benefit concert to support their Tuition Assistance 
Program. 

UVMC’s Erin Jenkins Smith explains what this event –  held last April 
–  means to the organization: “At this annual concert,  UVMC faculty 
volunteered their performances to raise funds for the tuition assistance program, 
which awarded more than $33,000 in 132 awards during the year. Mascoma’s 
support helped UVMC spread the word about the concert, building an audience 
for the concert who also contributed donations, as well as directly supporting 
tuition assistance awards to people in the Upper Valley who face a financial 
burden to participating in music education.”

This was not the first time Mascoma Bank assisted UVMC with funding, 
Jenkins Smith adds: “This was the first year they sponsored that specific 
concert, but they have been consistent supporters of UVMC over the years, 
including sponsoring our Sing & Play Festival, a free community event, and 
supporting energy efficiency projects in our facility.”

Ever wonder why a banking institution would be committed to helping so 
many in the communities it serves? Tom Hoyt has a simple, but meaningful 
answer: “It just makes sense.” n

~ Frank Orlowski

Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at Dartmouth
1 Court Street, Suite 380, Lebanon, NH  03766

(603) 646-0154 · osher@dartmouth.edu · osher.dartmouth.edu

Spring  
Term
2023

Take time to explore!
Osher at Dartmouth's spring term begins this 
April, with an exciting selection of courses to 
choose from. Whether you're a history buff, an 
outdoor enthusiast, a bookworm, a food lover, 
or any number of other interests, you're sure to 
find something appealing!

Visit osher.dartmouth.edu to view our catalog.

S2
3G
G
M

Registration  
opens February 21!
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Twenty-six New Hampshire 
communities joined  
together to create a 
nonprofit power agency, the 
Community Power Coalition 
of New Hampshire. 

Utilities will still maintain the 
transmission lines, deliver 
the electricity, and bill 
customers, but Community 
Power will negotiate where 
that electricity comes from,  
and at what price.

Benefits

• Lower-cost electricity than from utilities
• Created by communities, for 

communities
• Locally controlled
• Creating tools to finance and build new 

clean energy projects
• No action needed — automatic 

enrollment for most customers 
• It’s your choice. Opt up to get cleaner 

power at a slightly higher cost,  
or opt out entirely

Most electricity customers will be  
enrolled automatically in  
Community Power’s Granite Basic Plan  
at LESS cost than you’d pay a utility. 

If you can afford cleaner electricity, you 
can opt up to a greener plan at a slightly 
higher cost. You can really help Lebanon 
meet its goals to fight climate change by 
picking the Clean 100 plan for 100% clean 
energy. 

If you prefer, you can switch back to the 
utility at any time. It’s your choice.

For more information and to  
opt up to cleaner power,  

watch for a letter from the City  
in your mailbox soon 

The Electric Assistance Program  
will remain unchanged 

Read more online at  
Lebanon.CommunityPowerNH.gov

For a deeper dive into Lebanon Community Power, see the Earth Day section in this issue on page 7

LEBANON COMMUNITY POWER: COMING THIS SPRING!

Community Power. For a more resilient Lebanon.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Spring is almost here!

So many new beginnings!

In the spirit of the new year and with the coming of spring just on the horizon, 
it seems appropriate that we’re celebrating many new beginnings in our 

community for this winter/spring issue of the Lebanon Times. 
On the cover, you’ll read about the history behind West Lebanon’s beloved Four 

Aces Diner – now on the market – and the heartfelt dedication of the sibling owners, 
Steven Shorey and Leann Briggs, who have brought joy through food and congre-
gation to our community for many years. And on the mall in Lebanon, we can look 
forward to the exciting development of the New England School of the Arts, 
founded by educator couple Carl and Jennifer Chambers, which will be in session 
beginning in the fall. 

Other new beginnings have cropped up around town, including the re-organized 
Lions Health Closet program that lends medical equipment to neighbors in need, 
and the eagerly-awaited locally controlled Lebanon Community Power initiative, 
coming to Lebanon residents this spring. 

In our newest segment, “Business as a Force for Good,” you’ll get to know local 
businesses Cioffredi & Associates and Lucky’s Coffee Garage, who make positive and 
impactful contributions to our community that deserve recognition. 

As we round out the winter, be sure to take advantage of writer Pat McGovern’s 
winter survival strategies, and as we enter spring, take notice of all the good things 
and new beginnings that surround us here in Lebanon. There’s so much to be 
grateful for! 

~ Rose Terami

Charlotte Atkinson 
Richard Ford Burley
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A SCREENING EXAM BY AGE 7
Find developing problems 
that will not be outgrown

Be Proactive with Early Treatment

A Healthy Smile is a Beautiful Smile

ALL your questions answered in initial visit

�����������������������������������
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Complimentary 
Consultation and Panorex

WE WELCOME NEW 
PATIENTS OF ALL AGES

Personal Banking
Mortgage  Lending
Commercial Lending
Business Banking Services

claremontsavings.bank

FDIC
Member

Adam Pippin, Allison Childs, 
and Ryan Tremblay 

FULL SERVICE 
BRANCH

106 North Main St.
West Lebanon
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Opioid Overdose Prevention Partnership  
Between Dartmouth Health and Lebanon Public Libraries
Here in the Upper 

Valley, we are very 
lucky to have access to a 
wide range of resources, 
especially those that are 
found in unexpected 
places. The Lebanon 
Libraries are of course 
known for the literary 
resources that they offer, 
but now, the library has 
a l so  become a 
destination for those 
who are most in need 
within our community. 

A  pa r t ner sh ip 
between Dartmouth 
Health and Lebanon 
P u b l i c  L ib r a r i e s 
transpired from a direct 
need that the library staff found themselves facing on three separate 
occasions, during which a series of drug overdoses occurred outside of 
the library building. Both libraries – Lebanon Library and Kilton 
Library – are located near a frequently used Advanced Transit bus 
stop, so when these incidents arose, library staff didn’t know how 
to best handle the situation in this public setting.

Lauren Chambers, the senior community health partnership 
coordinator for Dartmouth Health, stepped in to train library staff 
firsthand on how to respond to a drug overdose situation. Chambers, 
who works with community partners to increase awareness of and 
access to substance use disorder services, puts a focus on care for 
affected individuals from prevention through recovery. 

There were no fatalities during the incidents at the Lebanon 
Library, and EMTs and Lebanon Police responded quickly to the 
scene, though one victim suffered a fatal overdose during a later 
incident. After the incidents, library director Amy Lappin prioritized 
giving library staff the opportunity to receive firsthand training from 
Chambers. Training included demonstrations for the administration 
of a life-saving medication, known as “Narcan”, in the form of a nasal spray. Once 
administered, Narcan does nothing to further harm the victim of a drug overdose. 

The library staff welcomed the training, and Lappin emphasized that the 
Narcan administration process is surprisingly, “so simple!” Chambers has returned 
to the library twice for staff training sessions, and now Lebanon Public Libraries 
will provide regular opioid-overdose response training, available for both new and 
long-term staff. 

Narcan, the brand name for the medication Naloxone, is commonly used to 
reverse or significantly reduce the effects of opioids on the human body. The effect 
of Narcan, which helps counter shallow breathing, is felt within roughly two minutes 
of its administration. The medication blocks the effects of opioids for up to 90 
minutes, and multiple doses may be required afterward. Usually, the victim is shocked 
and they are not thinking rationally when they come back into consciousness.

In one instance that 
Lappin witnessed, a 
man who appeared dead 
a n d  w h o  w a s 
administered Narcan by 
EMTs simply got up 
from the scene and got 
on his bus, refusing 
f u r t he r  m e d ic a l 
treatment. Now both 
l i b r a r i e s  o f f e r 
‘Naloxboxes’ provided 
by Dartmouth Health, 
which provide the 
medication publicly and 
discreetly with no 
questions asked. Basic 
hygiene kits are also 
available, provided by 
UVGEAR –  another 

organization that supplies donation-based items like tents, deodorant, 
socks, wipes, and sleeping bags at no cost for the growing number of 

unhoused individuals in need within our community. 
“People are hurting…addiction is definitely an issue here,” 

Lappin said. “We want to help however we can. Libraries are 
about providing whatever resources our community needs and so 
we do that. There is just a huge need for a variety of things and 
we are trying to do our part to help people.” The library is now 
installing lockers on their facilities for access to essential supplies 

available 24/7, including access to a porta potty located outside of 
the building.
This program, with funding from the NH Dept. of Health and 
Human Services and Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services (BDAS), 
provides vital resources for the community, helping to equip at-risk 
or concerned individuals with critical tools that can save lives. 
“People can and do recover when they are connected with the 
appropriate care and resources and have a support network in place,” 
Chambers said. “By installing Naloxboxes in community spaces 

– visible to all – it sends the clear message that the community, businesses, or 
organizations care about its residents and patrons and feel strongly that providing 
access to this life-saving tool is critically important.” 

“The drug epidemic is real, and people need help regardless of what somebody in 
the community thinks about that,” Lappin said. “Nobody wants to watch somebody 
die in front of them. The overdoses that the librarians and I had to witness, it’s a 
horrific thing to watch and it’s even more horrific to feel helpless in it.”

Lebanon Public Libraries and Dartmouth Health make it a point to be present 
as a resource for the community in ways that are needed the most. Whether 
checking out a library book, taking the bus, or accessing a life-saving tool such as 
Narcan, the libraries serve a variety of needs within our community, without a 
hint of judgement. n

~ Charlotte Atkinson

Opioid overdose response training session at Kilton Library in West Lebanon

GOOD FOR YOU

Lauren Chambers,  
senior community health 
partnership coordinator  

for Dartmouth Health

Proud to sponsor the 

‘Good For You’ page.
dartmouth-health.org
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Sustainable Lebanon
Foam Collection Day in Lebanon
Sustainable Lebanon is once again partnering 

with the Lebanon Rotary Club to offer a 
polystyrene (styrofoam) collection day on Saturday, 
April 1st, from 9-11am at 227 Mechanic Street in 
Lebanon (behind Jake’s Coffee). The event will 
take place rain or shine. 

We will be collecting clean rigid polystyrene #6 
(EPS) and #6 food service foam which will be 

driven to the Gilford recycling facility. Examples of 
EPS include packaging foam used for TVs and 
appliances as well as styrofoam coolers. Examples of 
food service foam include food containers, trays, 
cups, and egg cartons. It is important that all tape 
and labels be removed and all collected foam is clean, 
dry, and free of food residue or other debris.

Please note: Since we are no longer going to the 
facility in Palmer, MA, we will not be collecting #4 
EPE or #6 XPS foam insulation board at this event.

As usual, clean intact foam or biodegradable 
peanuts should be brought directly to the UPS 
Store at True Value Hardware in Hanover for reuse. 
(Also note that Lebanon UPS will not accept 
peanuts.)

An educational handout will be provided 
explaining the chemical content of polystyrene 
foam, how you can encourage companies who use 
foam packaging to transition to eco-friendly 
packaging, and suggestions on how to shift to a 
plastic-free lifestyle.

There is no fee to participate, but donations are 
welcome to support the costs associated with this 
event. Donations can be made at the event via cash 
or check (payable to Sustainable Lebanon), or 
online via the Sustainable Lebanon Facebook page. 
Thanks in advance for considering a donation! 

Residents of other towns are welcome to 

participate; however, if you happen to live closer to 
Gilford, please visit the drop-off bin available to 
the general public at Gilford DPW, 55 Cherry 
Valley Road.

View this flyer for guidance on what items are 
accepted for recycling at the Gilford facility: 

www.gilfordnh.org/file/2627/Flyer_-_GSWC_
Foam_101.pdf. n

For more information and to volunteer, please contact Liane 
Avery: L99Liane@aol.com or call 860-556-3114.

LEBANON LOVES THE EARTH

Earth Day: Sat.,  April  22
Green Up Day: Sat.,  May 6

We Need an 
Onsite Printer 
Technician
Passionate about customer satisfaction?

 Looking for a career rather than a job?
  Want to master a trade?

 

 

Come work with us!

Learn more about us: https://www.flotech.net/careers

Scan Code for 
More Information
and to Apply Online

Flo-Tech, a Flex Technology Group Company  
is an equal opportunity employer

Email your information to 
www.flextg.com/careers <OR>

Competitive Pay, 401K, Medical, 
Dental, Vision, Wellness, FSA/HSA

 and more! 
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Lebanon Community Power
This coming April, most Lebanon residents will 

begin getting their electricity through the 
long-awaited Lebanon Community Power, rather 
than from Liberty Utilities. You may have yet to 
realize that in New Hampshire, your actual electricity 
itself – shown on your bill as “Electricity Charges” – 
can be purchased separately from its delivery.

In March, you will get a letter saying that Lebanon 
Community Power will be your electricity supplier. 
Liberty Utilities will still maintain their lines, send 
your electric bill, and charge you for delivery, but on 
the Liberty bill, the electricity charges will now go to 
Lebanon Community Power. 

This is doubly exciting. The current Liberty 
electricity charges are very high – more than $0.22  
per kilowatt-hour – which is double last year’s rate. 
Lebanon Community Power promises that its rate 
will be lower than Liberty’s. How can they do this? By 
working with the statewide Community Power 
Coalition of New Hampshire, a nonprofit power 
agency formed to manage power portfolios on behalf 
of its member cities and towns. Liberty Utilities is 
constrained by the Public Utilities Commission to go 
out to bid twice a year and contract for six months of 
power at whatever price is offered at that time. In 
April, you will have an advantage that big business 
accounts have had for years: purchasing power at the 
most competitive price. 

Secondly, if you can afford to, you will be able to 
easily opt to buy a higher mix of renewably generated 

power. The minimum renewable 
energy mix required by state law is 
23%. Lebanon Community Power 
gives customers the option to choose 
a renewable mix of 33%, 50%, or 
100%. By choosing 100% renewable, 
the average household would save 
roughly the same amount of CO2 as by 
installing solar panels, or 25% of the impact of 
driving an electric vehicle, at far less expense. You 
will not be enrolled in Lebanon Community Power if 
you already buy power from a broker.

How much savings will there be at Lebanon 
Community Power’s base rate, and how much more 
will the greener power options cost? We will have to 
wait for the letter in March to see, but our Lebanon 
Community Plan requires that the price be lower 
than Liberty Utilities’ energy supply rate. Right now, 
the Community Power Coalition of New Hampshire 
(CPCNH) is negotiating its first power purchase 
contracts to determine the rates. You will not have to 
do anything to join Lebanon Community Power and 
get the cheaper rates, but, if you like, you can choose 
to buy power from Liberty or another supplier. 

Lebanon’s assistant Mayor Clifton Below got 
Community Power started by helping write state 
legislation to enable cities and towns to act as 
electricity-buying clubs for their residents. At first, 
just Lebanon and Hanover planned programs. Now, 
27 municipalities, including Enfield and Plainfield, as 
well as Nashua, Portsmouth, and Cheshire County, 
are starting Community Power programs. Together, 

they form the Community Power 
Coalition, a nonprofit power agency 
run by member towns to provide 
expert services for power purchasing 
so each individual city and town 

does not have to take on the adminis-
trative burden. 
The Coalition is big. Its members 

represent more than 20% of the electric load of 
the whole state and will have tremendous purchasing 
power and efficiency compared to each town buying its 
own power. Community Power programs by law do not 
rely on municipal tax revenues. The cost of running 
the program will be paid for through the rates charged 
to participating customers.  

Another advantage of Lebanon Community 
Power is that it is controlled by us – its members. In 
the not-too-distant future, it will be able to innovate. 
CPCNH intends to support the development of 
locally generated renewable power and undertake 
other energy programs. In California, agencies like 
CPCNH have contracted for off-shore wind power 
and large solar arrays. Lebanon Community Power 
could buy power from our local hydro dams or the 
Lebanon Landfill’s gas-to-energy project and make it 
available to Lebanon residents. 

Look for that letter in March. Exciting things are 
happening in Lebanon. n

~ Jonathan Chaffee

Jonathan Chaffee is vice chair of the Lebanon Energy Advisory 
Committee and president of the Board of Sustainable Lebanon.

LEBANON LOVES THE EARTH
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Competencia de galletas 
During a recent 

cookie decorating 
competition – or 
“competencia de 
galletas” – students 
from Lebanon High 
School Spanish Club 
competed to see who 
could make the best 
representation of the 
flag from a Spanish-
speaking country.

Spanish IV
Sra. Madory’s Spanish IV class finished up their 

unit on the Chicano experience by creating and 
presenting projects describing important cultural 
symbols present in 
Francisco Jiménez’s 
story Cajas de 
Cartón and the 
movie McFarland 
USA.

After School Spanish Program
For six weeks, 3rd and 4th-grade students at Mt. 

Lebanon School have enjoyed learning Spanish with 
Profe Wilson.

1st place: La bandera de México por  
Gavin O’Keefe (Spanish 5H)

LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT C.A.R.E.S.

Cindy Heath

The Lebanon School District offers 
three world language classes: 

Spanish, French, and Latin. 
Exploratory classes in Spanish and 
French begin in grade five, and 
students can opt to earn world 
language credits beginning in grade 
seven, or they can begin in high 
school. In these vibrant classrooms, 
students learn not only about 
language, but also the cultures and 
customs of different countries around 
the world. 

At Lebanon Middle School, all 
students have the opportunity to 
explore Spanish for approximately 
thirty days during their 5th-grade year 
and French during their 6th-grade 
year.  In the 7th grade, students are 
given the choice of continuing to 
learn either French or Spanish. At 

that time, language classes meet daily 
for two years. Many students are ready 
for Level Two languages when they 
enter high school.

At Lebanon High School, many 
students complete two, three, four, or 
five years of language study even 
though it is not a graduation 
requirement. Students are encouraged 
to look at application expectations 
from their future colleges to be sure 
they qualify. Level Five of both French 
and Spanish is offered as an honors 
class, and for the first time, students 
may take Advanced Placement tests 
in these subjects according to subject 
coordinator Jorge Pardo. 

Other new initiatives include both 
French and Spanish Honor Societies, 
as well as French and Spanish 
after-school clubs. Clubs meet to play 
games, dabble in the culture, and 
learn about food through activities 

like the annual crepe cook-off hosted 
by the French Club.” Students choose 
discussion themes and use the 
language exclusively,” Jorge says. “We 
also have a language lab now and 
students can participate in peer groups 
or small groups creating in-house 
discussions. The conversations can be 
recorded and are based on a theme 
they are reading or discussing so the 
students can return to listen to their 
discussions.” 

Nationwide, awareness for and 
understanding of Spanish culture has 
increased along with higher numbers 
of Latino communities, which has 
translated into student interest in the 
Spanish language and culture.

In addition, students may apply for 
membership in the Société Honoraire 
de Français (French Honor Society) 
or the Sociedad Honoraria Hispánica 
(Spanish Honor Society.) To qualify 

for honors, students must maintain a 
grade of A- in the language, grades of 
B or better in other subjects, have a 
GPA no lower than 3.0, and be 
enrolled in the language class.

Students can also watch movies in 
different languages in the lab and 
desig n Extended Lea r ning 
Opportunities (ELOs) for languages 
not offered, such as German, or 
specialize in a specific aspect of 
language such as Spanish literature. 
“The language lab is an important 
addition to the program because it 
makes it possible for students to take 
the Advanced Placement test,” Jorge 
says.

High School students also have 
opportunities to travel abroad. 
Science teachers Mary Wenig and 
Ashley Veenema took students to 
Iceland in February 2022. Some of the 
trip highlights included seeing the 

Learning About Language and Culture in the Lebanon School District

Spanish Class

Making piñatas at the After School Spanish programSpanish 4 students took a guided tour of the Orozco murals in the Baker 
Library at Dartmouth College

Illustration by a Spanish IV student

THE LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT
– in partnership with the community –

is committed to providing a challenging,  
positive, and safe learning environment that CARES.
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French Students Visit the Hood
French 3 classes visited the Hood 

Museum to view work by or inspired 
by Impressionist and Post- 
Impressionist artists, such as Manet, 
Renoir, Morisot, Toulouse-Lautrec, 
Cassatt, and Signac. The Hood 
generously pulled paintings and 
etchings from storage that are not 
currently on display so that we 
could look at them in small groups 
up close.

LHS students visited Venice, Florence, Siena, Assisi, 
Pompeii, Sorrento, and Rome

French 3 student studying artwork at the Hood 
Museum in Hanover

Hanover Street School parent volunteer sharing French with MacNeil’s second grade class

LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT C.A.R.E.S.

Iceland
LHS teachers Mrs. Wenig, Mrs. 

Veenema, and Mr. Tietjen chaperoned a 
trip to Iceland over February break 2022. 
Some of the trip highlights included: 
seeing the Northern Lights, exploring 
the city of Reykjavik, taking a dip in the 
Blue Lagoon Geothermal Spa, and 
hiking a glacier.

Northern Lights, exploring the city of 
Reykjavik, taking a dip in the Blue 
Lagoon geothermal spa, hiking a 
glacier, experiencing geothermal 
energy, and a glacier and cave off-road 
vehicle experience. 

Latin teachers Thomas LaFleur 
and English teacher Melissa Thaxton 
took students to Italy in April 2022. 
The Roman Forum and the Athenian 
Stoa (covered walkway) are not only 
still there after almost three thousand 
years but are also still the places where 
citizens’ commercial and political life 
is lived. In many ways it was a perfect 
trip – no missed connections, every 
expectation fully realized, and for 
each student an unquenchable desire 
to visit again.

Lebanon High School has a solid 
group of travelers for the upcoming 
April break trip to Greece. Nineteen 
students across all grade levels will 

travel together on a trip organized by 
the student travel company ACIS. 
They arrive in Athens and spend two 
days taking in the history and culture 
of Greece’s capital. After that, they 
travel throughout the country with 
stops in Olympia (the original site of 
the ancient Olympics), Sparta, the 
ancient theater of Epidaurus, and the 
town of Kalamata (namesake of the 
olive), before they return to Athens. 
Students will immerse themselves in 
Greek culture, experience new foods, 
and encounter history throughout the 
week. 

As to the future of the World 
Languages program, Jorge envisions 
adopting new textbooks which are 
more progressive and expanding 
attendance in the Latin classes. 
“Linguistically, it’s important to 
strengthen our current curriculum 
and explore working with community 

resources to offer students additional 
language learning opportunities,” he 
says.

It is the District’s hope that all 
students will understand what it 
means to be a ‘global citizen’. One of 
the tenets of the SAU 88 ‘Vision of a 
Graduate’ is, Students will be empathic, 
responsible, active members of the local 
and global community who respect and 
value the unique perspectives and 
differences of others. Bonnie Robinson, 
the LHS director of curriculum, 
instruction, and assessment, notes, 
“Our world language classes and 
opportunities help us to achieve this 
goal. We are fortunate to have 
teachers in both languages who are 
native speakers or have spent 
significant time living in French and 
Spanish-speaking countries. They 
bring passion and authenticity to the 
classroom.” n

Travel AbroadFrench Class

LHS students traveled to Iceland over February break 2022

Students visiting the Seljalandsfoss waterfall in 
Iceland

In these vibrant classrooms, students learn not only about language,  
but also the cultures and customs of different countries around the world. 

Visit Greece! 
Interested in visiting the source of all 
those myths and stories about gods 
and warriors? 
Want to visit the original Olympic site? 
Want to better understand the 
foundations of democracy?  

English teacher George Hanna and 
Social Studies teacher Amanda 
Valliere will lead a trip to Greece 
during April break 2023. 

This trip is open to all students 
grades 9 through 12.  

The cost for the trip is $3653 before 
April 1 and there is a monthly 
payment plan. 

Register by visiting  
https://acis.com/tripsite-trip-
overview/ 
?key=MjAyM3w5MjYxNw.

The links along the top of the 
website provide an overview, the 
itinerary, and the price breakdown.
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BUSINESS AS A FORCE FOR GOOD

Cioffredi & Associates and  
Lucky’s Coffee Garage
Richard Ford Burley

Both Cioffredi & Associates and Lucky’s Coffee Garage give generously – in 
time and money – to local community organizations. However, if there’s 

one thing that unites these two companies in our first “Business as a Force for 
Good” segment, it’s the way they care for and invest in their teams of employees. 
Whatever’s on the menu – whether it’s coffee or physical therapy and wellness 
– the values and cultures developed within their respective businesses ripple 
outward, making a positive impact on the communities they serve.

Cioffredi & Associates
When Billy Cioffredi got his start in physical therapy more than four 

decades ago, the idea of being a “good boss” wasn’t exactly on his radar. 
“From the start it was the people element that attracted me,” he says, 

explaining how he most highly valued the one-on-one connections he was 
making with the individuals served by his work. But as businesses grow, so do 
managerial responsibilities. After overcoming some struggles early on in his 
career, he now recognizes the importance of having someone whose job it is to 
invest in a team and to empower them to be their best, so they in turn are able 
to do more good for the community – and that investment is now paying off.

Cioffredi initially worked at Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital before 
forming a small private practice – one that grew quickly. Back then, he wasn’t 
equipped with the proper training to succeed on his own, and he found himself 
fulfilling a sort of “negative stereotype” of a businessman, he says. He remembers 
finding himself “busier and busier,” not working with patients but with the 

“headaches” inherent in managing his 
burgeoning workforce. At a certain 
point, Cioffredi says, he “had to make 
a decision…to learn to master this 
stuff or get out of it.” He chose the 
former and invested time and energy 
in executive training. 

These days, Cioffredi mainly views 
his job as being a resource to help his 
team “shine” and to “be the best that 
they can be.” As gratifying as the 
one-on-one experience is – and he 
continues to engage with clients that 
way – putting in that managerial effort 
has been worth it: “as a group, we can 
do more good for more people,” he says.

Part of this commitment toward empowering his team of coworkers can be 
seen in the amount of professional development that takes place within and 
around the practice. Central to that development is Kate Leiser, Cioffredi & 
Associates’ clinical director. With a Doctorate in Physical Therapy and years 
of teaching in a university setting, what sets Leiser apart is her experience as 
an educator. 

“Whenever we bring somebody on board,” she says – regardless of whether 
they’re more novice or well-seasoned in the profession – “they’re working with 
me one-on-one weekly to develop skills and problem solving.” In addition to 
monthly mentoring and time set aside for building team relationships, the 
practice also serves as a clinical site for physical therapy doctoral students and 
a residency site for post-doctorate physical therapists. It even provides 
internship opportunities for undergraduate students who have interest in 
joining the field.

From a more cynical perspective, these kinds of investments could be 
considered a risk: workers have a lot of power in today’s economy, so empowering 
them even further could lead them to set out on their own, as Cioffredi himself 
once did. But he and his colleagues don’t see it that way. 

Burnout is a problem in the American workforce today, and the field of 
patient care is no exception, with many practices short-staffed and experi-
encing the kind of rapid turnover often referred to as “churn.” Rather than 
being a risk, Leiser sees ongoing education as a kind of antidote: the guided 
mentorship, professional collaboration, and a sense of shared values are all 
important aspects of the culture that helps the practice to train and retain its 
highly-skilled staff. There’s also a sense that even if team members leave the 
practice, there’s still a benefit being made to a wider community. “The 
investment in them really helps them to better help our patients and our 
community,” Leiser says. Billy Cioffredi (back, center) and his team at Cioffredi & Associates Physical Therapy

Kate Leiser, PT, with patient Becky Ackerman

Editor’s Note: ‘Business as a Force for Good’ is a repeating segment 
featuring businesses in the Lebanon area that stand out  

in their contributions to the community. In this issue, we’re covering  
physical therapy and wellness service providers, Cioffredi & Associates, and  

neighborhood coffee shop, bakery, and café, Lucky’s Coffee Garage.
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These lines of thinking hint at a kind of “virtuous 
cycle,” where having a business that invests in its team 
and the surrounding community attracts potential 
team members with what Matt Goodell – Cioffredi & 
Associates’ director of marketing and public relations 
– calls a “base of shared values.” “Everybody goes about 
things a different way, but if there’s a situation where we 
don’t necessarily see eye to eye on something, we can 
come back to those values and, because we have this 
mutual respect for each other…we can come to some 
sort of resolution,” Goodell adds.

When it comes to the values that his practice 
espouses, Billy Cioffredi sums it up well: “For many 
people,” he says, “‘business’ has got a bit of a negative 
connotation that, in order to be successful, you have to 
be doing something a bit underhanded, or 
short-changing somebody… and it I think it’s quite the 
opposite. I think that the highly successful organi-
zations are the ones that just really know how to get the 
most out of the people that they have…people that are 
thriving on feeling like, ‘I’m really doing good. I’m 
personally doing good, and I’m helping the whole organi-
zation do good.’”

Lucky’s Coffee Garage
Lucky’s Coffee Garage is a relatively new addition to 

Lebanon; nevertheless, in the roughly five years since it 
opened, it’s gathered a devoted following, weathered a 
global pandemic, and, of course, served plenty of great 
coffee, all while taking good care of its workers and 
giving tens of thousands of dollars to community organi-
zations. At the heart of their success is the idea of 
“showing up” – not just for work, but for each other and 
for the community.

After returning to the Upper Valley from a decade on 
the West Coast, owner Deb Shinnlinger noticed a lack 
of specialty coffee shops that had a “community feeling” 
– ones that served coffee, but also served as local 
community hubs. She resolved that if no one else had 
stepped in by the time her children were in high school, 
she would take on the task herself. When the time came 
and no one else had, in her words, “filled the void,” she 
started looking for a location. The way she tells it, it was 
as though the stars had aligned: after lucking into a lease 
on the old Gulf station (the building hadn’t even hit the 
real estate market yet) and assembling a team of old 
friends and new experts (their first “coffee expert” walked 
in as they were renovating the space and almost hired 
himself into the position), Lucky’s sold its first cup of 
coffee in December of 2017.

From that moment on, it was clear that Shinnlinger 
hadn’t been the only one feeling the absence of a 
community-centered coffee shop, and the business took 
off almost immediately. “It’s really been a lesson in how 

to scale up,” she says. They started with four or five people 
working part-time hours; today, Lucky’s team has fifteen 
or sixteen members, most of them full-time. That’s despite 
the pandemic and the widely-reported labor shortages, 
both of which have been especially difficult challenges for 
customer-facing businesses.

According to Gavin Fischer, Lucky’s general manager, 
Shinnlinger’s dedication is why the coffee shop has thrived 
over the years and through challenging times. One of the 
reasons Lucky’s has continually been recognized as a center 
for community in Lebanon is because Shinnlinger consis-
tently puts her team first, Fischer says. 

When the Paycheck Protection Program began amidst 
the pandemic, Shinnlinger applied immediately, and 
when things got really dire, she personally coached the 
employees on how to apply for individual financial 
assistance. “People can tell we’re really well taken care of 
here,” Fischer says, “and that echoes out.” Shinnlinger 
herself sees it more as a matter of the culture and values 
held by the whole team. But, she admits, “we do make a 
lot of decisions based on what’s best for the crew, more 
than what’s best for the business.” 

And the members of that crew have a lot of say in the 
day-to-day operations of the business – to the point where 
Lucky’s could be described as an almost radically 
team-driven workplace. Christian Berkey, Lucky’s kitchen 
manager, says that even what’s on the menu can depend 
on what individual team members want to be making. He 
remembers a time when the kitchen staff no longer 
wanted to make a certain kind of sandwich. Rather than 
overriding the staff, they not only took it off the menu but 
asked what the staff would rather be cooking. Soup being 
the resounding answer, Berkey replied: “We’re going to 
make a soup, and we’ll sell soup.” Almost as an 
afterthought, he adds, “It didn’t dip the sales.”

Lucky’s care for their employees also travels up the 
supply chain. They take great care to purchase coffee from 
roasters who are transparent about where they get their 
beans and whether they’ve paid a fair price for them. “We 
don’t have the cheapest cup of coffee around,” Fischer 
says, “because we’re trying to make the supply chain pay 
for itself…so that small-scale farmers get a just price for 
their product.” In an industry that involves a lot of worker 
exploitation, it’s a small price to pay. “We’re not the 
cheapest cup of coffee,” Berkey agrees, “but we’re not that 
far off.”

What seems clear is that, for the people behind Lucky’s 
Coffee Garage, the care they put into their community is 
reflected back in the way the wider Lebanon community 
has embraced the local coffee shop. When it comes down 
to it, Shinnlinger says, “Our job is to make the most 
excellent product and show up for the people that we’re 
serving…It’s this beautiful circle that happens: if you’re 
here for us, we’re here for you.” n

Back row: Christian, Jac, Camille, Izzy. Front row: Hayden, Gavin

Megan (lead baker), Camille (kitchen crew), Ray (barista), Steen 
(a bit of everything), and Zach (kitchen crew)

A random day in November when the crew matched in a fall 
color palette.  Izzy, Alex,  Autumn, Gavin, Hayden

Deb Shinnlinger, Emily, Izzy, Lindsey, Jessica, Catherine
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GOOD TO KNOW

Editor’s Note: New England winters are no joke. Though some welcome the snow and cold and there are many things to love about winter – its natural beauty, for one – it 
seems that in all of us, there’s some amount of yearning for spring to come. Pat’s quest for an antidote to what many of us know well as the winter blues or cabin fever is a 
welcome distraction as we trudge through the long, cold weeks left ahead. If you find Pat’s strategies helpful, or if you have any strategies of your own that help you get through 
the winter, write to us and let us know: (rosoterami@gmail.com). We’re all in this together – hang in there!

Pat’s Winter Survival Strategies

“On the worst winter days, spending time making soup never 
failed to lift my spirits. Sharing the results with family and friends 

always doubled the pleasure.” ~ Anonymous quote from West Lebanon resident

Below are a few suggestions from other 
Lebanon folks as to how they survive the 

winter months, along with local resources 
they’ve found helpful to pass the time until 
spring finally arrives.

Last winter, we revived Wild 
About Lebanon. It was 
revitalizing to go out on 
walks with more than a 
couple of other humans and 

enjoy nature. I also did much 
walking on a solo or small group 

basis. Being outside was very helpful. This winter, 
I am grateful for my new warm and cozy (and 
supportive) winter hiking boots. 

Contactless pickup was definitely a blessing 
last winter, but this winter we are so glad to be 
able to go in the buildings and get face to face with 
the books. That said, I still love (as I have since 
well before Covid) my relationship with 
downloadable audiobooks (I use the Libby app). 
Covid also brought us the eBook app Hoopla, 
which is also great! 

~ Sarah Riley, Lebanon

Biking every other day at least, 
always to a destination, (e.g. 
Coop Food Stores, doctor’s 
appointments, the bank, 
weekly Mass at Sacred 

Heart). Cutting and splitting 
wood three times a week as we 

heat entirely with wood. Listening to Gregorian 
chants at bedtime. 

~ Bart Guetti, West Lebanon

I always try to take an hour 
walk in the early morning 
during all kinds of weather 
for mental and physical 
health. I try to keep busy 

puzzling and cleaning out 
closets. 

~ Marian Dunn, Lebanon

Patricia McGovern

So many months of winter…cold, dark, ice, snow, 
the flu, and Covid. How do we survive? (I wonder 

if the Inuits, who have many words for “snow,” 
actually made a game of it – generating synonyms for 
that word to help pass the dark days and nights of 
winter).

For some of us, staying warm and fed can be an 
issue made even more difficult this time of year. We 
are fortunate to have an array of social services and 
volunteers who focus on addressing those pressing 
needs in our community. See lebanonnh.gov/412/
Human-Services. 

Others may be overloaded – whether at work or at 
home – working in hospitals, homeschooling, caring 
for ill family and friends, or being sick themselves. 
But for some, the major challenge each winter season 
is keeping spirits elevated. 

For me, there were three major strategies that 
helped me survive last year and this winter, too. 
1. Free weekly Zentangle classes online provided by 

the DHMC Aging Resource Center,  
events.dartmouth-hitchcock.org/organizer/aging-re-
source-center. (They also offer origami, poetry 
readings, sing-alongs, support groups, and other 
online events). It was fun to study new tangles and 
then make cards and Easter eggs using skills I had 
learned. Zentangle can be meditative and a great 
stress-reducer, and it makes a fun creative outlet for 
cold winter days.

2. The Lebanon Libraries offer free daily subscriptions 
to the New York Times (and the daily Wordle 
challenge!) (leblibrary.com/node/2566), eBooks 
through the New Hampshire State Library 
(leblibrary.com/ebooks), and contactless pick-up of 
books on their shelves (leblibrary.com/contactless). I 
thought back to the people living during the 
influenza pandemic of 1918 – no access to the 
internet, no eBooks and magazines, and no video 
technologies. The services offered through the 
Lebanon Libraries are such a boon! 

3. Creating haikus for the highlight of each day.

Covid winter days
Are brightened by cyclamen

Eight blossoms today!

The comfort of tea
lemon-ginger, Bengal spice, 
Warming these bleak days.

We’ve been short on fun
through this long Covid winter. 

Loved playing with clay! 

To write for the Lebanon Times, email info@greatergoodmedia.net

THANK YOU TO OUR ADVERTISERS 
To place an ad in the Lebanon Times, please email info@greatergoodmedia.net

Zentangle Easter eggsZentangle Valentine’s Day cards
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APDLifecare.org  |  Lebanon, New Hampshire
Assisted Living with Memory Care

To learn more, contact  
Peggy Cooper. 603.308.0475  
or cooperm@apdmh.org

Home only Better
“I have peace of mind knowing that my mom is always 

safe, comfortable and cared for in her home.” 

- Linda, daughter of resident Claire

Community

No matter what role I’m in, as a business owner, 
physical therapist, coworker, husband, father, 

son, or friend, my greatest satisfaction is providing 
the support and inspiration to allow the people 
around me to be the best of who they want to be.  

It’s not just about “Treating people well.” You 
have to truly care about the people you choose to 
be with and invest in what drives them. When you 
have a group of people who feel confident, 
respected, and safe in being themselves, they can 
move beyond survival mode to create great things 
collectively.  

When I look around my organization, I am 
proud to see our team constantly interacting and supporting their colleagues to 
provide the best care they can, for their patients and one another. I feel 
fortunate to live in the Upper Valley where so many organizations are similarly 
aligned in support of their employees and each other. It’s a group celebration of 
excellence for a common, worthy cause. That’s community to me.

~ Billy Cioffredi, Founder, Physical Therapist, Health Coach

112 Etna Road, PO Box 727, Lebanon NH 03766

scheduling@cioffredi.com • 603-643-7788

CIOFFREDI & ASSOCIATES

Billy Cioffredi
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Hypertherm Associates, an Upper 
Valley manufacturer who makes 

industrial cutting systems and designs 
software, always supports good works 
around the valley and beyond as they 
have Associates worldwide. This 
employee-owned company with nearly a 
dozen buildings in Lebanon and 
Hanover provides each Associate with 
40 hours of paid time off to volunteer in 
the community. Many Associates do 
much more than that, though. The 
Community Hero Award recognizes 
Associates who model exemplary 
community service, inspiring others to 
volunteer. The 2022 Community Hero 
Award recipients were Gabrielle Lucke, 
a program manager of Organizational 
Effectiveness, and Mariah Whitcomb, 
leader of the Learning and Development 
team. Both Associates work in Upper 
Valley facilities. 

An exemplary ambassador for our 

Community Service Time program, 
Gabrielle promotes volunteering in 
everyday conversation. Capitalizing on 
her career skills in organizational 
effectiveness and Diversity, Equity, and 
Inclusion, Gabrielle has served many 
nonprofits in the Upper Valley. She is 
currently an active and proud board 

member at the Dismas House, a 
supportive community for former 
prisoners transitioning f rom 
incarceration, and she works with the 
Briggs Opera House Community Arts 
Center. Both nonprofits are based in 
Hartford, Vermont. Whether she is 
leading a workshop on team 
effectiveness or helping organizations 
recognize implicit bias, all who engage 
with her benefit from her ability to 
bring people together around a 
common vision.

Many community members in the 
Upper Valley benefit from the 
important, impactful volunteer work 
being performed by Mariah on any 
given day. As a volunteer deputy chief of 
the Thetford, VT Fire Department and 
an EMT, she works as a first responder to 
emergency calls and uses her teaching 
skills to train EMTs, AEMTs, first 
responders, fire fighters, and volunteers.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
She also conducts health and safety 
awareness sessions in local elementary 
schools. Mariah is involved in a wide 
range of community health initiatives, 
including helping to plan and staff 
COVID-19 vaccine sites during past two 
years. To say Mariah goes above and 
beyond is an understatement. n

Gabrielle Lucke Mariah Whitcomb

GOOD WORK!

Hypertherm Associates Celebrates Two New Community Heroes

Hypertherm Associates supports volunteers.
Volunteers support community.
Community supports our world.

Hypertherm
Associates

www.hyperthermassociates.com

Exceptional Windows and Doors, 
Experienced Installers 

Learn about our window and door installation services
PowerHouse Mall, 8 Glen Road 
West Lebanon, NH  |  (603) 298-5555  |  wdbrownell.com

Windows & Doors By Brownell - a trusted name for over 30 years - 100% employee-owned company

domestic violence • sexual assault • stalking 
You are not alone.

every hour, every day 866-348-WISE 
chat online at wiseuv.org

We’re here for you.

Since 1971, WISE has supported survivors 
in times of stress and crisis. Our advocates 

are here for you every hour, every day. 
Call the crisis line or chat with us online. 

You do not need to be in crisis to reach out to us.

follow us @WISEuv Program Center
38 Bank Street
Lebanon, NH
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Savannah Walczak

The “Health Closet” project – a recently 
revamped volunteer-based initiative of 

the Lebanon-Upper Valley Lions Club and 
Caanan Lions Club –  provides a lending 
library of pre-owned health equipment to 
members of the community in need. 

“We’ve been working hard to make strides 
ever since the reform,” says full-time volunteer 
and service chairman John Bayliss, who 
oversees the operations for the Lebanon side 
of the Health Closet. Supported by generous 
donators within the community, The Health 
Closet is a thriving organization providing 
medical equipment for free use including wheelchairs, hospital beds, walkers, 
canes, ramps, and much more, as well as seeing and hearing service assistance.

The organization, founded in 1984, was successful up until the ’90s due to a 
lack of volunteers and engagement in the programs. In March of 2020, a group of 
twenty people, including Bayliss, decided it was time to restore the Health Closet’s 
services to the community. Ever since then, the organization has made a 
tremendous impact on many people in need throughout the Upper Valley. In 
2022, volunteers traveled a combined 22,884 miles to and from homes and 
hospitals, 1,360 volunteer hours were accrued, 779 people were helped, and 1,634 
pieces of equipment were delivered.

Volunteers and donations from local community members are the key to the 
Health Closet’s success. Bayliss often works alongside Harry Armstrong, service 
chairman of the Canaan Lions Club, when making runs to pick up and deliver 
equipment. If more people are needed for lifting heavy equipment, Bayliss and 
Armstrong rely on their list of volunteers to complete some projects.

Picking up and delivering equipment isn’t 
as easy as it seems. Most of the donated 
equipment requires repairs of some sort, Bayliss 
says, who usually does the job himself. “(It’s) 
simple little stuff, nothing very complicated,” 
he says. Recurring donations are sourced from 
LISTEN Thrift Stores, area warehouses, and 
hospitals, who are generally willing and eager 
to donate their used or damaged items. 
Personal donations from anyone in the 
community are also always welcomed. 

Though the program’s official service area 
is in Lebanon, they also provide assistance to 
residents of White River Junction, Cornish, 
and Plainfield, as well as area nursing homes 

and hospitals like Mt. Ascutney Hospital and Health Center, Alice Peck Day 
Memorial Hospital, Thompson Senior Center, and more.

Now, the Health Closet has finally gotten the attention they deserve for the 
impact they’ve made in the local and surrounding communities. In the fall of 
2022, a volunteer reached out to Sean McDonald, the News 9 Daybreak anchor 
for WMUR, to share the news of the Health Closet’s efforts. After being 
featured in The NH Chronicle, The Health Closet received attention and 
recognition from Senator Maggie Hassan as “Granite States of the Month” in 
December 2022. 

If you’re looking to borrow or donate to the Health Closet, all it takes is a 
phone call. “I make anywhere from five to fifteen stops a day,” Bayliss says. “But I 
don’t care where you are, if you need it and we’ve got it; we’ll always find a way to 
work it out.” n

Visit healthcloset.org for more information.

The New and Improved Lions Health Closet Program

Lions Health Closet volunteers delivering a ramp to a local home

GOOD PEOPLE • GOOD PLACES • GOOD THINGS HAPPENING

geokon  |  +1.603.448.1562  |  info@geokon.com SCAN CODE FOR MORE INFORMATION

An Upper Valley employer 
and community supporter 

for over 43 years! 

Learn more about us:  
www.geokon.biz/LebTimes
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students can receive an arts-focused 
education and give back to the 
community as well. 

The choice to settle NESA in 
Lebanon was inspired by the many 
non-profit arts organizations located in 
the downtown area which offered the 
opportunity for collaborative alliances, 
as well as the welcoming support of the 
City’s Arts & Culture Commission. 
“The organizations and the City 
couldn’t have been more welcoming to 

us,” says Jennifer. “We’ve felt welcomed by the 
private school community too, and to have access to 
visiting artists and other programs will be a 
wonderful opportunity for the students.” Jennifer 
also credits John Hochreiter, whose family owns the 
space above the Women’s Health Resource Center 
where NESA will be based, for fully supporting the 
mission and vision of the school and helping with 
fundraising strategies.

What does project-based learning look like? 
According to the Buck Institute for Education – a 
national non-profit providing professional development, 
research, and conferences – project-based learning 
offers students real-life experiences such as engaging 
with local organizations, faculty, and fellow students on 
personally meaningful projects. Jennifer notes that 
co-creating the curriculum with students and faculty is 
a cornerstone of the NESA philosophy, and collabo-
rative projects and experiences rule the day. “When 
kids are making connections to real-world authentic 
experiences and are able to connect one subject to 
another, they come to discover why an area of learning 
is important to their life,” Carl says. “We want to 
convey that the arts can bring joy to their lives. We 
want to provide student choice and student voice.”

Starting a school from scratch is a lot of work, but 
rewarding at the same time. “It’s a process and a labor 
of love, and definitely a grassroots effort,” Jennifer 
says. “We have learned a lot of things like website 
design and programming, and we’ve been hosting 
open houses and parent nights, meeting with different 
organizations and partners, and speaking at schools.” 

NESA board chair Amy Good – a 32-year veteran 
educator and learning specialist – is excited about 
supporting the new school. “Jenny Chambers is a force 
of nature,” she says. “As soon as she made a decision to 
start NESA, I was right behind her. This is going to 
offer students an educational experience I wish my kids 
could have had. I have lots of faith in the other board 
members and we have support from a number of arts 
advocates and education philanthropists.”

NE SCHOOL OF THE ARTS – continued from page  1

Jennifer Chambers,  
founding member and associate head of school

Lebanon’s thriving art scene only continues to grow! NESA’s physical location will be right on the mall in Lebanon

Carl Chambers,  
founding member and head of school

Amy Good,  
NESA board chair

                SMILE!

We asked  
our patients...

What Makes 
You Smile? (Left) Sylvia Cook: Seeing her cats and younger siblings when she gets home.

(Right) This family loves gummy worms, family, and cats!
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Jennifer notes, “The number one 
thing that sets us apart from a public 
school system is our ability to meet the 
physical, emotional, and intellectual 
needs of our students. While I’m a big 
supporter of public schools, the system 
has been around for decades, and it’s 
hard to repair because the system is 
entrenched. Often, transformative 
leaders try to impact public school 
systems but they don’t last long. We 
can evolve our curriculum and have 
the capacity to be nimble in responding 
to student’s needs and interests.” 

Another feature of project-based learning is the 
classroom layout, which will be less conventional 
with furniture arranged in circles and gathering 
spaces for collaborative work and less time spent 
listening to lectures. Local arts organizations will 
potentially provide performance space and supple-
mental classrooms.

Carl – who will serve as head of school while 
Jennifer will serve as associate head of school – 
says that the curriculum is a living, breathing 
document within state guidelines, and it will 
evolve to be aligned with a lab school culture. Amy 
Good looks forward to the magic that will be 
created by working together with NESA’s fellow 
educators and supporters.“When we connect 
education requirements with the things that make 
us light up, it’s less stressful and feels more like an 
opportunity for the students to follow their 
particular interests,” Good says. “Emerging from the 
pandemic, we need to find a way to make sure our 
children’s mental health, happiness and well-being 
is cared for.” 

Carl and Jennifer hope that NESA will add to the 
growing arts scene in the Upper Valley and expand 
focused arts education to interested students from as 
far away as they want to travel.  “We expect to reach 
students within 30-60 miles, and want to give 
students who have school choice an opportunity to 
attend a school like ours,” Carl says. The school will 
have the capacity for 150 students, but Jennifer and 
Carl plan to start small and grow slowly to maintain 
the integrity of the school’s vision, so the current 
enrollment goal is 30 students. A robust fundraising 
effort is underway to help students defray tuition 
costs if needed. Already, the Jack and Dorothy Byrne 
Foundation has contributed $30,000 outright, and is 
offering another $50,000 in matching funds.

NESA is currently taking applications for both 
students and faculty members. Jennifer and Carl 
emphasize that teachers must have a passion for 
working with students, embrace a collaborative and 
experiential learning culture, and be comfortable 
with making mistakes as a component of a 
progressive educational model. In studying other 

arts-focused schools around the 
country like the Chicago Arts 
Academy, Interlochen Arts Academy, 
Art Student League in New York City, 
and The New School for Social 
Research, Jenny and Carl have 
incorporated various elements into 
their ‘City As School’ vision such as a 
student centered learning environment 
and hiring top notch faculty. 

Jenny emphasizes that a high 
quality education is possible within a 
‘low stakes’ environment. “Everything 
doesn’t have to be graded,” she says. 

“We’re aiming for immersion in the subject and a 
calm learning environment. Peers working together 
is more powerful than listening to a lecture.” Class 
placement will be determined with a portfolio 
submission. “We’re looking for kind human beings 
who want to be part of a team, and we’ll also provide 
opportunities for students who want to explore the 
‘high stakes’ world of the arts professions by preparing 
them for auditions and other real world experiences 
necessary to succeed in an arts career,” Jennifer says. 
NESA will operate under the same state guidelines as 
a public high school and students will attend 
full-time. Students from other schools may be able to 
take specific classes as capacity allows.

Jennifer and Carl are both passionate educators, 
and as artists in their own right, hold the belief that 
the “arts make life worth living.” From their early 
days as educators in New York to discovering their 
mutual love for helping students take risks, grow, and 
thrive together, the pair  are poised to make the New 
England School of the Arts a fantastic new addition 
to Lebanon and its arts scene. n

Rooted in Family. 
Nourished by Care. 

Enriched with Experience.

EVERYTHING 
You Need.

Call Pudge today. (802) 280-1910  

Valley Terrace, 2820 Christian St., White River Jct., VT 05001, Physical Location: Wilder, VT, by Norwich • ValleyTerrace.net
Wheelock Terrace, 32 Buck Rd, Hanover, NH 03755, (603) 643-7290 • WheelockTerrace.com
Woodstock Terrace, 456 Woodstock Rd, Woodstock, VT 05091, (802) 457-2228 • WoodstockTerrace.com

PET
FRIENDLY

What more could you 
ask for? Residents enjoy 
private apartments in 
a beautiful setting with 
superb services and 
amenities that include 
healthy, tastefully 
prepared meals; 
entertainment; gardens; 
and dedicated nursing 
support available 24/7.

 Uniform Consumer Disclosure Available Upon Request
TerraceCommunities.com
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AROUND TOWN

Savannah Walczak 

In the spring of 2022, Friends of 
the Northern Rail Trail and 

the Lebanon Recreation Center 
partnered to fund a project 
called “Cycling Without Age” 
– an innovative way to get the 
elderly participating in a 
recreational activity (trishaw 
bicycle rides) in an outdoor 
environment. For local resident 

and outdoor enthusiast, Edith Morgan, getting 
involved with the program was a given as soon as she 
found out about it. 

“All you have to see is the joy in someone’s face 
once they get in (the trishaw) and (we) start moving,” 
Morgan says, who became a Cycling Without Age 
“pilot” last summer. 

Morgan, 56, says she discovered the trishaw bicycle 
– a three-wheel passenger cart that is steered by 
someone else who pedals the mechanism forward – 
after stumbling upon a video on the internet. “I wish 
they had something like this for my mom!” Morgan 
thought, whose mother lives with Alzheimer’s. Morgan 
read about “Cycling Without Age” (a worldwide 
movement) and discovered a sect of the program local 
to the Upper Valley that utilizes the Northern Rail 
Trail, which runs from Boscawen to Lebanon.

For Cycling Without Age passengers, the concept 
is specially designed to emulate the feeling of going for 
a bike ride, though it requires no physical exertion on 
their end. As a “pilot” for Cycling Without Age, 
Morgan pedals and steers the trishaw, bringing her 
passengers – either elderly or those with mobility issues 
– on a memorable adventure through Lebanon. 

Morgan completed volunteer work at the Lebanon 
Recreation Center and performed a background check 
before beginning her training to become a pilot. Along 
with these prerequisites, aspiring pilots are required to 
read through the operations manual for the trishaw to 
familiarize themselves with how it works, followed by 
an orientation with the organizers of the program to 
review the manual and safety guidelines. The final step 
in the process is a supervised trial ride to ensure the 
pilot knows traffic signaling laws, how to assist the 
passengers safely in and out of their trishaw and to test 
their general navigation skills. 

Cycling Without Age rides can range anywhere 
from thirty minutes to an hour, with pickup spots 
located either near the CCBA, Harvest Hill, or at 
other accessible locations along the Rail Trail route. 
“(The program) is available to anyone in the area who 
wants to get a ride,” Morgan explains. “It’s nice that 
anybody can utilize it.” n

To become a pilot or a passenger with Cycling Without Age in Lebanon, 
find out more by visiting their website, www.fnrt.org/cwa. 

‘Cycling Without Age’ in Lebanon

Fellow Cycling Without Age pilot, Steph, taking passengers for a ride on 
the Rail Trail in Lebanon

Edie Morgan,  
certified Lebanon  

Cycling Without Age pilot

APDLifecare.org  |  Lebanon, New Hampshire

Independent Living

We’ve made so many friends here.

You’re Home at
The Woodlands.

- Carol, Rich and Cookie
To learn more, contact 
Peggy Cooper. 603.308.0475
or cooperm@apdmh.org
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Not Your Grandma’s Co-op,  
Or Are We?
At the Co-op, we’re building something new while 
still sticking to the core values that started it all. 
Whether it’s the oodles of local products, our new 
rewards program that pays members back for 
shopping with us and supporting local, or the 
fact that once you’re a member, you’re part 
of the Co-op family for life! Think of it 
as your cool Grandma’s co-op for 
a new generation.  

Hanover   |   Lebanon   |   White River Jct.coopfoodstore.coop
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DIARIES OF A DINER – continued from page 1

“All the cooking was done out front 
of these diners originally, and it’s hard 
to find someone who can do that,” 
Shorey says. “It’s a lot of people, and a 
lot of mouths to feed.” Hiring and 
retaining line cooks is something 
Shorey and Briggs know a thing or two 
about. Shorey has owned the Four 
Aces for thirty-four years and has 
managed the diner alongside Briggs for 
over fifteen of those years.

The Stewart family – whose name 
appears on the original diner blueprints 
before it was built – owned the Four 
Aces Diner when it first opened on 
December 6, 1952 at the corner of 
Main Street and Dana Street in West 
Lebanon, New Hampshire. It remained 
at that location for thirty-two years 
before moving down the hill to its 
current location in 1986. In celebration 
of the diner’s 70th birthday this past 
December, Shorey and Briggs sold 
hamburgers and hotdogs at their 
original ’50s price point. Q106 (“The 
Valley’s Best Rock”) held a live 
broadcast of the event until noon, 
and WCAX showed up to gather 

footage for their evening news. 
After its initial run, Dot Gomez, of 

Lebanon, purchased the diner in 1965 
and began her successful twenty-year 
operation, ending in ’85. Shortly 
thereafter, Shorey purchased the 
property in ’89 for around $150,000. He 
had an interest in the food and 
beverage industry dating back to 1963, 
when he was twelve years old and 
working as a busboy at the former 
Montshire Restaurant on Route 10 in 
West Lebanon. Shorey continued to 
work locally at the Hotel Coolidge and 
the former Howard Johnson’s 
restaurant, both in White River 
Junction. He also spent a brief period of 
time in Florida running resorts. Other 
than that, he and Briggs have lived 
most of their lives in Lebanon. 

Briggs became involved with the 
diner when it reopened on Mother’s Day 
in 1991. “On my first day here,” she 
recounts, “I went home crying. I was 
never coming back to this place.” Briggs 
explains that they ran out of food and 
one of the grills caught on fire. “It was 
just a horrible day,” she says, then adds, 

“By the time my husband and kids came 
for lunch, the only thing left to feed my 
youngest son was a peanut butter and 
orange marmalade sandwich!” After the 
unexpectedly busy opening day – having 
served 50 customers without even 
advertising – Shorey and Briggs spent 
the rest of the night baking pies in 
preparation for the next day’s customers. 

After five years, Rick Clark ran the 
diner from 1998-2007. By the time 2010 
rolled around, Shorey was planning to 
sell the property, but realized the 
business would be worth more if it 
remained open, so he and Briggs once 
again opened its doors without much 
fanfare, but to great success. “Actually,” 
says Shorey, “this last time we reopened, 
we did 130 just unlocking the door!” 

I comment that someone could 
probably make a movie about the Four 
Aces. “Every day is different,” the pair 
says. “You never know what to expect.”

That being said, there’s something 
about ‘the American diner’ that feels 
predictable in an unpredictable world, 
holding iconic sway in Americana 
imagery. From Edward Hopper’s 
Nighthawks to the famous booth in the 
popular ’90’s sitcom Seinfeld, diners are 
as familiar as they are familial, especially 
in small, close-knit communities like 
Lebanon. Named one of Yankee 
Magazine’s “15 Best Diners in New 
England” in 2022, Four Aces embodies 
the image of the quintessential 
American diner, from the way it looks 
to the comfort food it serves. 

Shorey explains that Monday 
through Friday at the diner tends to 
beckon more of a blue-collar crowd. 
“It’s a lot of construction people,” he 
says. “We have contacts with an electric 
company, Liberty Facilities, so when 
the power goes out, we feed ‘em.” Given 

recent widespread power outages in the 
Lebanon area back in December, it’s 
heartening to imagine electric workers 
stopping in for a warm meal and hot 
coffee to ease the demands of their 
profession at such a time.

The diner, which has always held 
strong ties with Dartmouth College, 
hosts large numbers of students on the 
weekends. “They all eat here,” Shorey 
says. “It’s been that way for 70 years, 
and now grandfathers who went to 
Dartmouth bring their grandkids in to 
feed them, too.” 

Indeed, weekends are very popular 
at Four Aces, bringing in close to 500 
people a day. “What’s totally amazing 
to me,” Shorey explains, “is that we get 
below-zero weather here and people 
will wait for an hour outside to get in! 
Every weekend we have a line around 
the corner. Every single weekend. Even 
in the cold.” “It’s a right of passage,” 
Briggs adds.  

There was a time in the early days 
when Shorey and Briggs knew their 
regular customers by name, but since 
the diner’s popularity continues to 
grow, it’s not so easy to keep them Marilyn Monroe’s words to live by on display at Four Aces Diner

A booth at Four Aces Diner, complete with menus and 
Magic 8 Ball

Call (802) 773-7833
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straight, unless you’re part of the 7 am 
crowd. “If you come in here at seven in 
the morning, you’ll see all these stools 
fill right up with the same people every 
day,” Briggs says. “In fact, the other 
day, (our customer) Dave didn’t come 
down and the girls were all worried 
about him because he’s been working 
on his generator…and he’s an 
80-year-old guy. The girls were all like, 
‘Where’s Dave?!’and when the other 
guys came in, they’d ask, ‘Have you 
talked to Dave? Is he okay?’”

I can imagine this scene on an early 
weekday morning. The interior – worn 
but familiar – with tiled floors, stainless 
steel contrasting dark wooden booths, 
and built-in coat hooks covered in heavy 
winter coats. The red and white stools 
along the counter, and kitschy American 
memorabilia lining the shelves that 
combine with an unmistakable greasy 
diner smell mixed with black coffee and 
the constant, bustling hum of servers 

and customers interacting. It all plays 
out over a backdrop of oldies tunes – 
songs waitresses sing along to. It cradles 
a person.

It’s easy to understand how 
significant moments in the lives of 
Upper Valley residents take place here. 
As if on cue, a group starts singing 
“Happy Birthday” during our interview. 
Briggs smiles and says, “There are a lot 
of people who say, ‘Oh, we had our first 
date here!’” 

While Shorey has had to make some 
changes to the diner over the years – 
like shields that have been installed 
between the booths since the pandemic 
– he’s been careful that any alterations 
remain faithful to its original design. 
Other than that, not much about its 
interior has changed in 70 years. “A lot 
of people have asked to buy the 
memorabilia, but it’s not for sale. Elvis is 
popular,” Shorey says, referring to a bust 
of the famed rock ‘n’ roll icon that sits 

next to a small, pink Cadillac on a shelf 
above the booths. I imagine the 
porcelain bust of Elvis longing for a 
peanut butter, sliced banana and crisp 
bacon sandwich, and wonder if “The 
Elvis” will ever appear on the Four Aces 
menu. It could serve as a consolation 
prize for visitors after finding out they 
can’t take the figure home with them. 

According to my own informal 
poll, popular menu items at the Four 
Aces include the Eggs Benedict. One 
friend told me, “I don’t care who buys 
the place as long as they keep the 
Florentine on the menu!” Everyone 
seems to have their favorites, but 
during my recent visit, I opted for two 
eggs over easy with wheat toast and 
potatoes. A classic combo: the only 
surprise were some sassy spices in the 
potatoes, which I enjoyed if only 
because I knew I wouldn’t be able to 
replicate them in my own kitchen. 

For $1.2 million, the Four Aces 
kitchen could be my own. Shorey asks 
if I have my checkbook. “I’ve got the 
keys in the closet!” he says. But, when I 
ask about potential buyers, Shorey 
holds his cards slightly close to his vest 
while sharing that there has been 
considerable interest from a number of 
prospects. “But, I don’t know what 
they’re looking for,” he says. “Are they 
gonna change it? Get rid of the diner? I 
hope not. We don’t want it to go away.” 
Shorey goes on to explain, “Until you 
put it up for sale, you don’t realize how 
important you are in the community.” 
When I ask what would happen if they 
don’t receive an offer, Shorey replies, “I 
guess we haven’t thought of that…” 

For now, they’re still operating. 
Shorey explains, “There are repairs 
and things we need to do. It’s a 
turnkey operation, so everything goes 
with it.” This could include fifteen 
employees, which in today’s job 
market is a win for any new owner. 

I was lucky enough to meet two of 
the waitresses at the counter, Tina and 
Kim, and enjoyed talking with them 
about music, specifically a Billy Joel 
song we were singing along to. “That 
your phone, hon?” Kim asks, reminding 
me not to forget my cell phone. I feel 
swallowed up by kindness when 
strangers take care of me in this way. 
This is the vibe to expect at Four Aces. 
In fact, when I arrived, I immediately 
saw friends in one of the first booths I 
glanced toward. Friends who don’t 
mind if you scoot in next to them for a 
quick chat, and of course I should have 
known that would happen. Even on a 
slower day amidst snowy weather, the 
Four Aces is still a popular destination. 

Shorey tells me about some 
customers who left the diner recently 
because they claimed it was too busy 
and they were feeling claustrophobic. 
As the mastermind behind the quotes 
posted above the counter and sprinkled 
around the diner, Shorey had the 
perfect response, “Nobody comes here 
anymore. It’s too crowded!” He turns to 
Briggs and asks, “Who am I quoting?” 
Briggs replies, “Is that Yogi Berra? It 
sounds like him.”

One quote I notice in particular is 
by Marilyn Monroe. It’s posted at the 
end of the diner on the door leading to 
the kitchen and it goes, “Ever notice 
that ‘what the hell’ is always the right 
decision?” I can’t help but wonder if 
this is the overarching attitude in the 
whole process of listing the property 
for sale. “I’m already basically retired,” 
Shorey says. “And I want to be retired!” 
Briggs replies. From where I’m sitting, 
they deserve a rest. It’s been a long, 
successful run, and while everyone 
seems to want the place to remain 
open another 70 years, we might just 
need to consult one of the many magic 
8 balls located throughout the diner 
and give it a good shake. n

Four Ace’s unique and all-American interior design features a mismatched spread of memorabilia from over the years.
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We Want Your Photos!
Submit Your Photos to People & Pets...
LET’S SEE SOME FUR, FEATHERS, AND FINS!

Send photos of your cute cats,  
precious pooches,  

and fantastic farm animals to 
info@greatergoodmedia.net 

Please include your name, address, 
phone number, and pet’s name.

Coworkers  
Jools & Jack
Lebanon Times

PEOPLE AND PETS

Bob Poirier, of Lebanon, and his dog, Cida, pose next to their snow likenesses after a snow fall in January 
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Happy, Healthy & Hassel-Free!

7 Quail Hollow Drive, West Lebanon, NH 03784

Spacious 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments 
Optional Dining, Living & Health Services 

Vibrant Social Atmosphere 
Community Tour Every Wednesday at 12:30 pm

603.640.6001

www.SummitSeniorLiving.net

55+ Independent Senior Living

713 Hartford Ave., White River Jct.    802-295-6500    UpperValleyHaven.org

Upper Valley Haven

donate. volunteer. 
make an impact.

Your gift or service will ensure that our neighbors can  
access important resources during these difficult times.

You can help create a community, despite this pandemic, 
where people find hope and discover possibility.

uppervalleyhaven.org/donate
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Vulture Sister Song
AVA Gallery
Friday, April 7, 2023 at 6:30pm
Wine reception prior to performance: 
5:30-6:15pm

Organized by Lebanon dance artist, 
Ellen Smith Ahern, this interdisci-

plinary performance explores human and 
more-than-human relationships through 
story, song, sculpture, and dance. 
Collaborators from around the country – 
Kate Elias, Pete Dybdahl, Jacob Elias, and 
Josina Guess – blend live storytelling and 
folk music, a migrating herd of creature-like 
lanterns, curious movement, and a healthy 
dose of humor to celebrate the possibilities 
of vibrant interdependence. 

All participants receive a guidebook to 
the show, featuring artwork and writing 
from contributors, as well as fun, 
thoughtful activities that carry themes 
explored in the performance out into the 
world beyond AVA.

Also designed to welcome community 
members into the wild world of Vulture 
Sister Song are these accompanying events 
at AVA:

 
Vulture Watching: Considering Our 
Relationship  Through Ecology, History 
and Art
Installation at AVA

Footage of live vultures paired with 
perspectives on interspecies relationships, 
filmed in partnership with VINS.

Steam + Wood = Sculpture
Thursday, April 6, 2023 | 6-8pm

Hands-on woodworking offers an 
interactive glimpse into the world of 
lantern sculptures featured in Vulture Sister 
Song.

All are welcome to these events, and we 
hope you’ll join us! We offer accessible, 
sliding-scale tickets for the performance 
and an affordable workshop rate. To 
guarantee a space, please pre-register at 
AvaGallery.org. 

A Nautical Tale

Anything Goes is North Country Community 
Theatre’s 29th annual teen production. 

Based on the musical with the same name, 
Anything Goes follows a story that takes place 
on an ocean liner –  the SS American – and 
features the journeys of several passengers who 
cross paths while onboard, including a love 
triangle that a few characters commit 
themselves to solving in their time together. 

Running from Friday, March 3, to Sunday, 
March 5, you can purchase tickets through the 
Lebanon Opera House’s website, lebanonoper-
ahouse.org/events/anything-goes, with seats 
ranging from $11.50 to $15.50. Show times are 
March 3 at 7:30 pm, March 4 at 2 pm and 7:30 
pm, and March 5 at 3 pm. 

Free show!
Join the Lebanon Opera House on 

Thursday, April 6, at 6:30 pm for a free 
performance, Dance of Hope, a one-hour 
educational performance that introduces the 
audience (appropriate for all ages) to East 
African dance, music, and inspirational stories 
from Uganda. The program empowers youth to 
experience the transformative power of music, 
dance, and storytelling. The show is presented 
by a youth-based arts education touring 
program from Uganda, and all participants are 
at-risk children using the arts as a tool to turn 
negative stories into positive ones.

Reservations are required and a small 
donation is suggested. To reserve a seat, visit 
lebanonoperahouse.org/events/dance-of-hope-free. n

CURTAIN CALL

Scene from Vulture Sister Song
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A One-of-a-Kind Performance, a Classic, and a Free Show!

Bio X Cell is committed to making the world a better place  
by supporting organizations that address mental and physical health, environment,  

arts and culture, and provide humanitarian support including disaster relief.
www.bioxcell.com



Saturday, May 20

PAUL REISER
A night of comedy with the 
Emmy-nominated star of 

Stranger Things and the classic 
sitcom Mad About You

Wednesday, June 7

PAT METHENY 
SIDE-EYE

The NEA Jazz Master’s latest 
project includes emerging stars 
Chris Fishman (keyboards) and 

Joe Dyson (drums)

603.448.0400 • LEBANONOPERAHOUSE.ORG

DANCE OF HOPE
At-risk youth from Uganda share music, dance, and inspirational stories

THU
4/6

FREE!

8 South Park Street • Lebanon, NH • info@uvmusic.org • 603.448.1642

J O I N  T H E  
M U S I CA L F U N !

Spend quality time with your little 
one and meet other new moms and 
dads in a Music Together class. As 

you sing, dance, and play, you’ll learn 
lots of musical ways to support your 
child’s development. Learn more and 

register at uvmusic.org 

CELEBRATE OUR 50TH WITH US!

GALLERY HOURS

Art Reception-Early 1990’sArt Reception-Early 1990’s

11 BANK STREET  LEBANON, NH  603.448.3117

EDUCATION  EXHIBITIONS
CAMPS  MEMBERS GALLERY
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More Details at avagallery.org
11 AM-5 PM

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

TUESDAY-SATURDAY

 
Join the LEBANON TIMES in supporting Local Arts! 

FINE FRAMING IS AN ART IN ITSELF

Downtown White River Jct.
55 South Main Street

(802) 296-2121
www.junctionframeshop.com

Celebrating37 Years

CUSTOM PICTURE FRAMES
READY-MADE FRAMES

PHOTO FRAMES

Katie Runde’s chalk art
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